
Need a job? 
We have job 

openings! 

Yes, I am 
looking for 

a job!

You have a friend 
that would be a good 
candidate for one of 
RGBSI’s job openings.

Your candidate referral 
gets hired and works for 
90 days.

$500
You collect 

$500
You referral collects
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2You submit the 
candidate’s information 

as a referral to 
rgbsireqs@rgbsi.com 

or directly to a recruiter.

www.rgbsi.com | +1 248.589.1135

Referral Bonus Program

Employee Referral 

You don’t have to be an RGBSI employee to participate in our referral bonus program. Anyone can refer candidates for 
our internal or external job openings for a bonus incentive. Refer individuals in your network and select from two payout 
options. 

An RGBSI recruiter 
broadcasts openings on 
jobs boards, LinkedIn, and 
other social platforms. 

You see the openings 
through your network and 
have a friend that would 
be a good candidate for 
one of the opportunities.

You submit the 
candidate’s information 

as a referral to 
rgbsireqs@rgbsi.com 

or directly to a recruiter.

Your candidate referral 
gets hired and works for 
90 days.

$1000 
You collect 
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Yes, I need 
a job. This 

opportunity 
looks great!

Need a job? 

Option 2: 
Feeling lucky? Choose this option if you want to keep 
the full payout.

Option 1: 
Potential candidates have many choices in this 
market. Choose this option to split the payout as an 
incentive for candidates to work with us. 
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Opportunity Referral 

You have the opportunity to refer jobs and projects 
within your own company or an outside company 
to us for a bonus incentive.

Client Referral 

If you know of a company that needs help with 
recruitment, you have the opportunity to refer 
prospective clients to us for a bonus incentive. 

You are notified of some 
project openings within the 
company you were placed in 
by RGBSI.

RGBSI fills the project opening with 
an employee and the employee 

works there for 90 days. 
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2 You send RGBSI an opportunity 
referral to moreinfo@rgbsi.com 
or directly to a recruiter. 

$1500 
You collect 

$1500 
You collect 

You know a company that 
needs help with workforce 
management and staffing.

RGBSI places a consultant 
with the client and the 

consultant works for 90 days.
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2
You recommend RGBSI to the 
company and submit a client referral 
to RGBSI at moreinfo@rgbsi.com or 
a recruiter.

www.rgbsi.com | +1 248.589.1135


